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Propositions 
 
 
1. Triggering the reflective mechanism, which involves perspective 

making and taking, through boundary objects is essential for 
successfully integrating innovation into health. (This thesis)  
 

2. Inconstant terminology and definition handling in design for 
health obstruct the power of innovation in health to a greater 
extent than the significant cultural differences between the 
health culture and design culture. (This thesis)  
 

3. The growing interest in design research and design thinking and 
its value in healthcare is a symptom and consequence of less 
favourable developments, such as less time, more pressure, and 
insufficient capacity. (This thesis) 
 

4. A continuing conscious focus in evaluating the social aspect of 
design is essential to guide a multidimensional process of 
design and change. (This thesis) 
 

5. In many decision-making processes in healthcare concerning 
innovation, decision-makers are fundamentally not curious 
enough. A more designerly mindset can contribute to better 
decision making. (This thesis) 
 

6. The boundary objects perspective adds value to existing change 
and innovation frameworks by not pursuing consensus but 
harmony in differences. (This thesis) 
 

7. Contrary to Leigh Star's (2011) assertion, the Beatles can in fact 
be a boundary object.  
 

8. Good parenting can be measured by the amount of boundary 
objects you apply while raising your children. (My children)  
 

9. Why should the lamp of the house be an art object but not our 
life. (Foucault)  


